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A multi-objective task scheduling approach for grid over optical burst switching (GOBS) networks is pro-
posed. It takes into account the selection of both computational resource and network resource and is
able to simultaneously satisfy three objectives representing the requirements of grid users and resource
providers, namely completion time, payment and load balancing. An ant colony optimization algorithm
(ACO) for this multi-objective GOBS optimization problem is designed. The convergence and diversity
preserving of the algorithm is compared with the nondominated sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA-II)
through three performance metrics. Simulations are carried out to compare grid and network perfor-
mance of these two algorithms. Grid scheduling performance comparison between single-objective opti-
mization and multi-objective optimization based on ACO is also taken by simulations.

� 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Grid computing platform enables the sharing of geographically
distributed heterogeneous resources for solving large-scale prob-
lems in science, engineering and commerce. The grid based on
optical burst switching (OBS) networks well suits to the grid appli-
cations due to their unique features such as low delay, large band-
width with high utilization efficiency and simple control, and
attracts more and more attention (Simeonidou et al., 2006). For
grid applications, e.g. high resolution home video editing, high def-
inition interactive television (HDTV), e-health, immersive interac-
tive learning environments and online gaming (Breusegem,
Leenheer, Cheyns, Turck, & Simeonidou, 2004; Simeonidou et al.,
2006), objectives from users are to minimize completion time of
task, minimize payment for the task and maximize security, while
objectives of the grid resource providers aim to maximize resource
utilization, minimize the wear down of resources and so on. Such
problem is a multi-objective optimization problem, which requires
the simultaneous optimization of two or multiple and often con-
flicting objectives. Obviously, in the multi-objective optimization
problem, it is not realistic to search a single solution but to search
a set of trade-offs, that is, nondominated solutions (Chankong &
Haimes, 1983). Furthermore, most multi-objective optimization
problems involve a large and complex search space, which is hard
ll rights reserved.
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to be solved by exact methods such as linear programming and
gradient search (Romero, 2009; Zitzler, Deb, & Thiele, 2000).

Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) can not only search intractably
large spaces for multiple Pareto-optimal solutions, but also find
many solutions of Pareto-optimal set in once algorithm run (Coello,
1999). In addition, EAs do not local on the shape and continuity of
Pareto front and are easy to process discrete and concave Pareto
front. Therefore, EAs have become established as the method for
exploring the Pareto-optimal front of multi-objective optimization
problems (Romero, 2009; Zitzler et al., 2000). Over the past dec-
ades, many EAs on multi-objective optimization have been pro-
posed (Chang, Chen, & Liu, 2007; Lin & Gen, 2008; Lo, Chen,
Huang, & Wu, 2008; Veldhuizen & Lamont, 1998). Most of them
are based on genetic algorithm. Little attention has been paid to
ant colony algorithm. Ant colony optimization (ACO) is a popula-
tion-based, cooperative search algorithm that is derived from the
behavior of real ants looking for food. The solution generation by
ants is guided by pheromone trails and problem-specific heuristic
information. Up to date, ACO has been widely applied to the solu-
tions of many optimization problems such as the traveling sales-
man problem, job-shop scheduling and the quadratic assignment
problem. In particular, by maintaining a population of solutions,
ACO can search many nondominated solutions in parallel. This
characteristic makes ACO very attractive for solving multi-objec-
tive optimization problem, which has been applied to resolve the
discrete multi-objective optimization problem (Allahverdi & Anzi,
2008; Juang & Wang, 2008; Kindt, Monmarché, & Tercinet, 2002).

This paper proposes a multi-objective GOBS task scheduling ap-
proach that considers the selection of computational resource and
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network resource in an overall sense and can simultaneously fulfil
both users’ requirement and resource providers’ requirement such
as completion time, payment, load balancing. An ACO algorithm is
adopted to realize this multi-objective GOBS task scheduling
because its positive feedback, parallelity and scalability are suit-
able for frequently changed GOBS. The idea of Pareto dominance
is incorporated into ACO to search nondominated solutions. At
the same time, a searching operator that combines the pheromone
exchanging and shared niching method would motivate conver-
gence toward globally nondominated solutions and preserve the
diversity of solutions. We called this algorithm ‘‘multi-objective
ant colony optimization” (MOACO). The convergence and diversity
preserving performance of MOACO is compared with the nondom-
inated sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA-II) (Deb, Pratap, & Agarwal,
2002) according to a suite of three performance metrics. Simula-
tions are carried out on a centralized GOBS simulation platform
to compare their grid and network performance. In addition, sim-
ulations are also implemented to make grid performance compar-
ison between single-objective optimization and multi-objective
optimization based on ACO for GOBS task scheduling. The remain-
ing paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the multi-
objective GOBS problem modeling and gives the multi-objective
functions; Section 3 illustrates the MOACO implementation; Sec-
tion 4 gives simulation results and performance analysis; and Sec-
tion 5 concludes the paper.
2. Multi-objective GOBS optimization problem modeling

Suppose there are N jobs (denoted as J1, J2, . . . , JN) to be pro-
cessed in OBS based grid environment, where there are M different
computational resources (denoted as P1, P2, . . . , PM). The grid cli-
ents wish to complete jobs as soon and cheap as possible, while
the grid resource providers wish to maximize the utilization of re-
sources. The main goal of the scheduling problem is to reasonably
assign grid resources for these N jobs in such way that the goals of
the users and resource providers are met at one time. Obviously,
this scheduling problem belongs to multi-objective optimization
problem. In order to simplify problem without losing generality,
we made the following assumptions: (1) Jobs are internally inde-
pendent. (2) For each job, when it is assigned to one computational
resource, the execution time can be known. (3) Once a job is sched-
uled on a machine, it will run to the finish without preemption.

We define the following multi-objective GOBS optimization
functions associated with three objectives from the users and the
resource providers, which minimize the time and the money to
complete these N jobs and the grid resources load difference at
the same time. Each objective combines computational resource
and network resource:

Minimize f 1 ¼max
i;j
f/ij � ðTCR

ij þ TNR
ij Þg

Minimize f 2 ¼
XN

i¼1

XM

j¼1

cj/ijT
CR
ij þ @

XN

i¼1

XM

j¼1

/ijT
NR
ij

Minimize f 3 ¼
XM

j¼1

jjCR
j � javg j þ

XG

l¼1

jpl � pavg j

s:t: /ij ¼ 0 or 1 ði ¼ 1; . . . ;N; j ¼ 1; . . . ;MÞ
XM

j¼1

/ij ¼ 1 ði ¼ 1; . . . ;NÞ

Pj > 0; pl � 0

ð1Þ

The first objective function f1 is the completion time, defined as
the duration from sending out the first job to completing the last
job. Given that job i is assigned to computational resource j, then
TCR
ij stands for the time to execute the ith job at resource j, TNR

ij

stands for the time to send the ith job from its submitted client u
to resource j. They are given by:

TCR
ij ¼ bi=Pj ð2Þ

TNR
ij ¼

di

Ruj � v
ð3Þ

where bi and di are computational quantity and data size of the ith
job, respectively. Pj is the computational capability of the jth com-
putational resource. Ruj denotes the TCP sending rate of the path
from client node u who submits job i to resource node j, which de-
notes the segments sent per unit time. In OBS networks, the sending
rate of fast TCP flows is the function of the burst loss ratio of the TCP
path, Bu?j, the average round trip time in absence of the burstifier,
RTT0, the ratio between the assembly time and RTT0, a, and the max-
imum congestion window, Wmax (Detti & Listanti, 2002). v is the
TCP segment size.

Ruj ¼

B3
u!j�Bu!jþ1

ð1þaÞRTT0 ½Bu!jð1�Bu!jÞ2þB3
u!j f ðBu!jÞ�

for Bu!j >
1

Wmax

Wmax�Bu!jWmaxþB2
u!j

ð1þaÞRTT0 ½ð1�Bu!jÞ2þB2
u!j f ðBu!jÞ�

otherwise

8>><
>>:

ð4Þ

where

f ðBu!jÞ ¼ 1þ Bu!j þ 2B2
u!j þ 4B3

u!j þ 8B4
u!j þ 16B5

u!j þ 32B6
u!j ð5Þ
Bu!j ¼ 1�
YL

l¼1

ð1� plÞ ð6Þ

In the above equation, L is the link number of the TCP path from cli-
ent node u to resource j. pl is the burst loss ratio of link l in the TCP
path.

The second objective function f2 in Eq. (1) is the charge that grid
users pay for using the resources.

PN
i¼1

PM
j¼1cj/ijT

CR
ij is the total pay-

ment expended on using computational resource for all jobs.

c
PN

i¼1

PM
j¼1/ijT

NR
ij is the total payment expended on using network

resource for all jobs, where cj is the cost per unit time of the jth
computational resource, c is the cost per unit time of OBS
networks.

The third objective function f3 in Eq. (1) represents the resource
load difference (RLD) which is used to characterize the load balanc-
ing. The balanced load across heterogeneous computing and net-
work architecture is critical for grid resource availability and user
efficiency. The RLD includes two parts: computational RLD and net-
work RLD. The computational resource load is represented by ‘‘the
time spent by the computational resource to execute all jobs as-
signed to it”. jCR

j is the computational time that resource j con-
sumes to execute all jobs assigned to it. javg is the average
occupation time on all computational resources. They are ex-
pressed as:

jCR
j ¼

XN

i¼1

XM

j¼1

/ijbi Pj
�

javg ¼
XN

i¼1

XM

j¼1

/ijT
CR
ij M=

ð7Þ

For network resource, the difference between the burst loss ra-
tio of each OBS link and the average burst loss ratio of all links in
the network is summed to represent the load balancing degree of
the network since the burst loss ratio reflects the status of traffic
load in some sense. pavg is the average burst loss ratio of all links
and G is the total number of links in the OBS networks.
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In constrained condition, uij equals 1 if resource j is assigned to
job i, otherwise uij is 0.

PM
j¼1/ij ¼ 1 guarantees each job only as-

signed to one resource.
3. MOACO implementation

A MOACO is designed to implement this multi-objective GOBS
task scheduling. Each ant in current population independently
searches grid resources for all jobs, and then the values of the three
objectives for the solution found by each ant are calculated. Com-
pare the solutions in current population with the external set of
nondominated solutions using the idea of Pareto dominance to ob-
tain new external set of nondominated solutions (Coello, Pulido, &
Lechuga, 2004). This process is repeated until the maximum num-
ber of cycles is reached or the process goes into stagnation state.
Fig. 1 illustrates the flow chart of MOACO. The main functionalities
are as follows:
3.1. Initialization

Set the time counter and the cycle counter. Define initial phero-
mone of M computational resource, slð0Þ;l 2 f1; . . . ;Mg, according
to their computational capability. The higher the computational
0s s≤

Fig. 1. The flow chart of MOACO.
capability is, the higher the initial pheromone is. Each ant randomly
selects one resource from M computational resources and assigns it
to the first job. The pheromone of each selected resource is updated
by the local pheromone updating rule that will be given by Eq. (10)
below.

3.2. Choose grid resources

Each ant selects grid resources according to the pseudo-ran-
dom-proportional rule for the subsequent job, and updates the
amount of pheromone on the selected resource by the local pher-
omone updating rule. The resource selection and update of each
ant is independent with one another.

The pseudo-random-proportional rule is as follows (Dorigo &
Gambardella, 1997):

j ¼
arg max
slðtÞ�sth

l

f½slðtÞ�e½gl�
bg if q � q0 ðexploitationÞ

J otherwise ðbiased explorationÞ

8<
:

ð8Þ

where j is the number of computational resource selected for the
current job. q is a random number uniformly distributed in
[0� � �1]. q0 (0 � q0 � 1) is a parameter determined by the relative
importance of exploitation of accumulated knowledge about the
problem versus exploration of new resource. sl(t) is the pheromone
intensity of the lth computational resource at time t. gl is the heu-
ristic information to select the lth resource, here we define it as
follows:

gl ¼ kCR
l � slð0Þ þ kNR

l � ð1=nlÞ; kCR
l þ kNR

l ¼ 1 ð9Þ

The selection of grid resources includes the selection of compu-
tational resource and network resource. Eq. (9) combines the
inherent configuration of computational resource and the current
state of end-to-end network path. kCR

l ðk
CR
l � 0Þ is the parameter

reflecting the relative importance of sl(0), i.e., the innate phero-
mone of the lth computational resource. kNR

l ðk
NR
l � 0Þ is the param-

eter reflecting the relative importance of 1/nl, where nl achieved
by Eq. (3), is the time to send the job to computational resource
l through the end-to-end network path. The end-to-end network
path is determined by the shortest path rule. The larger nl is, the
lower the possibility to select the path is. e(e P 0) in Eq. (8) is
the parameter on the relative importance of pheromone. b(b P 0)
is the parameter on the relative importance of grid resources
attributes. sth

l is a threshold of each resource pheromone. The con-

strained condition slðtÞ � sth
l means the resource whose phero-

mone is less than corresponding threshold should not be chosen.
The setting of the threshold is to avoid the overuse of computa-
tional resources, which will reduce the processing efficiency of
servers. The threshold should be as small as possible to utilize re-
sources sufficiently. J is selected according to the following proba-
bility distribution:

u#ðtÞ ¼
½s#ðtÞ�e�½g# �

bP
sl ðtÞ�sth

l
½slðtÞ�e�½gl �

b if s#ðtÞP sth
#

0 otherwise

8<
: ð10Þ

After resource j is selected, its pheromone is updated according to
the following local pheromone updating rule (Dorigo & Gambardel-
la, 1997):

sjðt þ 1Þ ¼ ð1� qÞ � sjðtÞ þ q� ð�bi=PjÞ ð11Þ

where q is the evaporation rate of local pheromone (0 6 q < 1), i is
the number of the scheduled job. bi/Pj is the time to execute job i at
computational resource j, which represents the pheromone de-
crease of resource j.
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The above procedure is repeated for the following jobs one by
one until the last job is scheduled to one resource.
3.3. Calculate objective function values and search nondominated
solution

After finding grid resources for all jobs, calculate the values of
the three objectives for each solution in current ant population
according to the model given in Section 2. Compare the solutions
in current population using the idea of Pareto dominance with
the external set of the nondominated solutions. If a solution in
the current ant population is not dominated by any other solutions
in the current population and the external set of nondominated
solutions, this solution is added to the external set. Then all solu-
tions dominated by the added one are eliminated from the external
set.
3.4. Global pheromone updating

The global pheromone updating process includes two steps:
search optimal solution and update corresponding pheromone. A
Table 2
The performance metrics ONVG, SP and MDR comparison as job load varies under MOACO

Algorithm Parameters Job load

60 120

MOACO ONVG 27 28
SP 0.152566 0.246
MDR 1.668637 2.693

NSGA-II ONGV 12 10
SP 0.30014 0.399
MDR 1.22983 1.798

Table 1
The computational capability description of each grid computational resource host.

Resource host Host1 Host2 Host3

Computational capability (MIPS) 1.0 � 103 4.0 � 102 9.2 � 102

Host9 Host10 Host11

Computational capability (MIPS) 8.7 � 102 1.2 � 103 2.5 � 102

Fig. 2. Simulatio
searching operator proposed by Zhang and Huang (2005) is
adopted to search the optimal solution for global pheromone
updating. The adopted searching operator combines the phero-
mone exchanging and a shared niching method (Goldberg & Rich-
ardson, 1987) to motivate convergence toward globally
nondominated solutions and preserve the diversity of solutions.
If s 6 s0, the algorithm uses the sharing niching method; otherwise
it uses pheromone exchanging. s is a random number uniformly
distributed in [0� � �1]. s0 (0 6 s0 6 1) is a constant value.

After finding the optimal solution, the global pheromone updat-
ing is carried out on each computational resource corresponding to
the solution with highest pheromone or the minimum niche
counts according to following rule (Dorigo & Gambardella, 1997):

sg
l ¼ ð1� hÞ � slð0Þ þ h� Dsl ð12Þ

where h (0 6 h < 1) is the evaporation rate of global pheromone, and

Dsl ¼

PN
i¼1

/ilbi=Pl if l 2 solution with highest perhomone

or minimum niche counts
0 otherwise

8>>><
>>>:
and NSGA-II.

180 240 300

23 26 16
205 0.493494 0.421388 0.60809
473 3.64752 3.328157 4.497933

11 10 8
936 0.535768 1.387545 1.142567
143 2.341782 2.571842 3.144537

Host4 Host5 Host6 Host7 Host8

2.0 � 102 7.0 � 102 1.6 � 103 3.6 � 102 6.0 � 102

Host12 Host13 Host14 Host15 Host16

5.0 � 102 3.8 � 103 6.9 � 103 3.0 � 102 1.7 � 102

n topology.
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PN
i¼1/ilbi=Pl is the time that resource l consumed to complete all

jobs assigned to it.
The process B–D is iterated until the pre-defined number of cy-

cles (MaxCount) is reached, or all ants choose the same resource.
After the scheduling is finished, if there are several nondomi-

nated solutions, a solution belonging to the set of nondominated
solutions is randomly chosen.
4. Simulation results

Simulations are conducted on a centralized grid OBS simulation
platform (Dai, Wu, Yang, & Chen, 2008). The OBS based grid topol-
ogy is from Shanghai Education & Research Network (SHERNET),
shown in Fig. 2. It includes 12 edge nodes, 12 core nodes and 48
hosts. The 16 hosts linking to the four edge nodes, located at
Shanghai Jiao Tong University (SJTU), Fudan University, Tongji Uni-
versity and East China Normal University, serve as computational
resource hosts. The rest 32 hosts serve as grid client hosts. The grid
scheduler node (GSN), located at SJTU, collects job requests to a
certain value and sends the batch of job requests to the scheduler
module in GSN, which carries out task scheduling according to
MOACO scheduling strategy. After the scheduling of the batch of
jobs is completed, the GSN sends back response packets to the cor-
responding clients through burst control channels. Once a client
receives the response packet, it begins to send job data through
allocated path to edge route, where the job data is assembled
and sent to the destination edge router along the allocated network
path by just enough time (JET) protocol (Yoo & Qiao, 1997). The
destination edge router disassembles the burst and sends the job
data to the allocated computational resource. The computational
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Fig. 3. Effects of the job load on the performance of: (a) completion tim
resources begin to deal with relevant jobs after receiving the data,
and send the processing results back to the clients through tradi-
tional OBS protocol.

In our simulation, the interactive application adopted is same as
that in Dai et al. (2008). The first job request is randomly gener-
ated. The mean interval time between generating a new job and
receiving the reply is set to be 30 ms. The average data size is
2 M bytes, while the average computational quantity is 80 MI (Mil-
lion Instructions).

The computational capability of each computational resource
host is listed in Table 1. The initial pheromone of each computa-
tional resource, sl(0), is set as 10% of computational capability of
each resource, respectively. The pheromone threshold of every re-
source, sth

l , is set as 0.01 � sl(0). The unit price of computational
resource increases with the computational capability, and the lar-
ger the computational capability is, the faster the unit price in-
creases. The network resource price per unit time is assumed to
be two units of money. The parameters of MOACO are set as:
e = 1, u = 1, q = 0.3, h = 0.3, s0 = 0.7, m = 20, MaxCount = 10, and
kCR
l ¼ 0:7; kNR

l ¼ 0:3. The parameters of NSGA-II are set as: genera-
tion is 10, population size is 20, probability of crossover is 0.5,
and probability of mutation is 0.2.
4.1. The MOACO performance assessment

Table 2 shows overall nondominated vector generation (ONVG)
(Veldhuizen, 1999), Spacing (SP) (Schott, 1995) and maximum
distribution range (MDR) (Zitzler, 1999) under MOACO and
NSGA-II as the function of the job load, namely, the number of
job requests in each batch. From the results, we can see that the
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convergence and diversity preserving properties of MOACO is bet-
ter than NSGA-II. This is due to the fact that for MOACO, initial
pheromone is directly relevant to the computational capability of
each resource, and hence it can quickly search solution. At the
same time, through continuous updating of pheromone, it can effi-
ciently converge to the optimal solution. For NSGA-II, however, it
randomly allocates computational resource and thus the searching
has some blindness. At the same time, it does not sufficiently uti-
lize the feedback information of grid resources and load, which re-
sults in the low efficiency of searching the optimal solution.

Fig. 3 shows the completion time, payment, resource load dif-
ference and burst loss ratio as a function of the job load under
MOACO and NSGA-II. It can be observed from Fig. 3, the grid and
network performance in the case of MOACO is superior to that in
the case of NSGA-II. The reason is that grid resources allocation un-
der MOACO combines the inherent configuration of computational
resource and the current state of end-to-end network path and
simultaneously incorporates continuous updating of pheromone,
therefore it can find more appropriate grid resources and achieve
better grid and network performance. Comparatively, grid re-
sources allocation under NSGA-II does not consider the current sta-
tus of grid and sufficiently employ the feedback information of
grid, which lead to its low grid and network performance.
4.2. Grid scheduling performance comparison between single-objective
optimization and multi-objective optimization

Fig. 4 shows the completion time, payment and resource load
difference as a function of the job load under MOACO and three
single-objective ACO optimization algorithms, i.e., time minimiza-
tion (TM) algorithm, cost minimization (CM) algorithm and load
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Fig. 4. Effects of the job load on the performance of: (a) comp
difference minimization (LDM) algorithm. From Fig. 4a, we can
see that TM produces the shortest completion time, while CM pro-
duces the longest completion time. This is due to the fact that com-
putational resources with superior capabilities are selected to
minimize the completion time in TM and computational resources
with inferior capabilities are chosen to minimize fee in CM. The
completion time of LDM and MOACO are between those of the
above two since both algorithms have a trade-off objective be-
tween objectives of TM and CM. At the same time, we can also
see that the completion time of MOACO is shorter than that of
LDM when the job load is light. As the job load increases, the com-
pletion time of MOACO becomes larger than that of LDM. The rea-
son is that when the job load is light, the effect of load balance is
less important. MOACO has shorter completion time since it con-
siders the completion time. As the job load increases, the effect
of load balance is reflected, then the completion time in LDM be-
comes shorter since it selects balanced load to avoid congestion
efficiently. In Fig. 4b, the payment in CM is the least since it min-
imizes the expenses spent on completing jobs. TM produces the
highest payment because the grid scheduler chooses the more
powerful (expensive) computational resources to minimize the
completion time. When the job load becomes heavy, the payment
of MOACO is less than that of LDM since the payment is considered
in MOACO. Although balanced grid resources are selected in LDM,
they are perhaps less cheap. The impact of the job load on resource
load difference is illustrated in Fig. 4c. Comparatively, the load in
the case of LDM is the most balanced because the light load re-
sources are selected in this case. The load balance under MOACO
is better than that under TM and CM, whose load balance is close
to each other. This is reasonable since MOACO considers load bal-
ance factor, while the other two do not consider it.
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5. Conclusion

In this paper, a multi-objective GOBS task scheduling approach
is proposed. It combines the selecting process of computational re-
source and network resource and can simultaneously satisfy the
requirements of grid users and resource providers, such as comple-
tion time, payment and load balancing. A multi-objective ant col-
ony optimization algorithm is designed to deal with this multi-
objective GOBS task scheduling problem. Pareto dominance is
incorporated into the algorithm to search nondominated solutions,
on the other side, a searching operator that combines the phero-
mone exchanging and the shared niching method would motivate
convergence toward globally nondominated solutions and main-
tain the diversity of solutions. The convergence and diversity pre-
serving properties of the implemented algorithm are compared
against NSGA-II through the three performance metrics. Simula-
tions are conducted to compare their grid and network perfor-
mance in terms of completion time, payment, RLD and burst loss
ratio. The results show that MOACO performs better than NSGA-
II. Additionally, grid scheduling performance comparison between
the single-objective and multi-objective optimization based on
ACO is also taken. The results show that the single-objective opti-
mization maximizes the interests of some objective, while multi-
objective optimization weighs the requirements of multiple objec-
tives and the global performance is better.
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